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About Chris
A manufacturing specialist, Chris uses his 20 years’ 
experience to source the best talent and exceed 
expectations. From Multi-Skilled Engineers to Engineering 
Maintenance Managers, Production/Manufacturing 
Team Leaders to Site Operations Managers, Chris 
is a motivated, consultative recruiter who looks to 
energise companies through excellent hires.

My spare time is largely consumed by my two young 
children – my son Rory and daughter Esmé, and 
during the summer months we like to camp under the 
stars near the sea and take part in all things outdoors 
wherever possible. I love every minute of it.

What you can expect from me
Honest, professional, experienced recruitment 
consultancy – no time wasting
Energy and motivation to tackle challenging assignments 
– dedication to find the ‘needle in the haystack’
Excellence in candidate sourcing – the skill set, cultural 
and ethical fit for minimal disruption and maximum output
Ability to see the bigger picture – what the right 
hire will really achieve for your business
Long-term, mutually rewarding partnerships
Finding the right person, at the right time, for the 
right role at the right company is my motivation. I’m 
passionate and confident that great recruitment works; 
helping to improve lives and energise businesses.
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“I love a challenge. Give me a 
difficult assignment to find your 

‘needle in a haystack’ and I’m in!”

 “Recruitment is not about CV matching or filling a job for the sake of it; it’s about 
the bigger picture and what it will mean for the future of your company or career.”



We know that business evolves, customers 
demand, technology develops and 
organisations change over time. Our recruiters 
understand these challenges and have the 
same objective as you, to find the right people 
to help deliver on all these fronts. The single 
reason our recruiters are independent is 
because they are confident in their ability to 
deliver.

For our specialists there are no prizes for CVs 
sent, coffees bought or interviews arranged. 
Their only focus is to introduce you to the 
people you want to meet resulting in a 
successful hire. You deserve the best, working 
together we aim to provide it. 

We are  Connected to the people you 
want to be introduced to.

There are no limits to the reach of our recruiters, the power of collaboration is unbelievable. We connect micro networks together to create a 
unique and powerful super network. Independent Specialists seamlessly working with and connected to candidates and career opportunities that 

traditional recruitment businesses cannot match.

RE.WARDING 
SUCCESS

Each specialist recruiter have become ‘subject matter experts’ through years of successfully recruiting in their specific sector.



Why is it important to use a specialist 
recruiter?
Specialist recruiters normally know what is happening out 
there before it has even happened! Seriously Connected 
recruiters have spent years developing their relationships, 
trusted by clients to introduce talented individuals to their 
business whilst nurturing long term relationships with 
candidates looking to take their careers to the next level.

What’s the difference between Seriously 
Connected and a recruitment agency?
No more trainees, only experienced specialist recruiters 
who typically work with fewer clients and candidates. 
With a traditional recruitment agency you choose the 
company, not the individual recruiter. With Seriously 
Connected, you choose a specialist independent 
recruiter to work with based on their experience and 
recommendations.

How do I know how experienced each 
recruiter is in my field?
Seriously Connected recruiters have outgrown the 
traditional agency model becoming independent to 
escape the inadequate KPI recruiting mentality. Each 
independent recruiter demonstrates their skills and 
experiences on the Seriously Connected platform; our 
specialist recruiters only work with clients and candidates 
they are confident they can truly support.

How can a Seriously Connected recruiter 
support me?
It’s not about the size of the database that counts, it’s 
about strong personal relationships that our recruiters 
have built up in their markets over many years. With 
a proven track record our recruiters are your industry 
experts, they know exactly where to look for what you 
need.

RE.WORKING 
RECRUITMENT

By working together with your recruiter 
you’ll discover that even though they 
may not be Engineers or Accountants, 
our specialists know almost as much 
about their industry as the clients 
and candidates they represent.



Effective Recruiting
The days of working to KPIs are over. Our 
recruiters focus on what matters most, adding 
value to your recruitment requirements. They 
work with fewer vacancies and are able to focus 
their efforts on making successful placements 
rather than hitting sales-driven targets.

Video Technology
Interviews are an essential yet time consuming 
part of the hiring process. With instant video 
technology we look to introduce clients and 
candidates in the most time efficient way, 
reduce the number of interviews and increase 
the opportunity of success.

Expert Knowledge
Using a specialist means that you gain access to 
their network within your particular sector and/
or specialism. Seriously Connected recruiters are 
experts in their sector, with proven track records 
in delivering successful assignments becoming 
trusted by hiring managers and recommended 
by candidates.

Collaborative Results 
Our independent experts are professional 
networkers with instant access to the contacts 
you need today. Utilising our platform 
and expansive reach to introduce career 
opportunities that are rarely advertised and 
the top talent who never appear on the open 
recruiting landscape.

RE.DEFINING 
RECRUITMENT

Seriously Connected’s core purpose is to 
reduce the time to hire by, connecting 
clients and candidates to highly experienced 
independent recruitment consultants who 
utilise modern technology to accelerate the 
hiring process.



0161 870 2131

hello@seriouslyconnected.co

Connected is part of our name and the core of why we’re here, so we want to make it easy for you 
to connect with us. Want to find out more or have a question for us? Drop us a line.

“Introducing you to the people you want to meet”
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